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Women command 41% share in India’s
gaming arena: survey

In News: Women command 41% share in India’s gaming
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● Breaking the stereotype of online gaming being a
male bastion, a pan-India survey has revealed
that 41 % of the gamers are women.

Key Points:

● The Lumikai Gaming Report said that a survey
was conducted with 2,317 respondents across
different demographics to gain insight into gamer
and non-gamer motivations, behaviors, preferences,
and monetisation potential.

● The statistics were revealed during the 15th edition
of the three-day India Game Developer
Conference which began in Hyderabad.

● The report also said that 50% of gamers in the
country fall within the age bracket of 18-30
years, with a male to female ratio of roughly
60:40.

About The Lumikai Gaming Report:

● The Lumikai Gaming Report is an annual report that
provides insights into the Indian gaming market.

● The report covers topics such as market size,
growth trends, user behavior, and monetization.

Key Highlights from the Lumikai Gaming Report FY
2021-22

1. The Indian gaming market is estimated at $2.6
billion in FY 2021-22 and is projected to reach $8.6
billion in FY 2026-27.

2. India has over 507 million gamers, of which 24% are
paying users.

3. Mid-core and core games are the fastest growing
gaming genres in India.

4. In-app purchases are the most popular monetization
model in India.
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● All the real estate developers and agents should
mandatorily register themselves with the TS Real
Estate Regulatory Authority (TS-RERA) online
before conducting their business as per law, said
chairman N. Satyanarayana

Key Points:
.

● Addressing a ‘RERA Conclave’ organized by the
Indian Institute of Real Estate and Hyderabad
Realtors Association, he pointed out that the RERA
Act has come into force after much deliberations
and the onus is on real estate developers to provide
details of their works, progress of construction and
accounts periodically without fail.

● An Appellate Tribunal has also been formed to deal
with complaints from the customers.

● Realtors advertising their respective ventures
without registering them will be dealt with sternly as
per the Act

An Army Skill Training Centre (ASTC)
was inaugurated in TS

Context:

● An Army Skill Training Centre (ASTC) was
inaugurated at the 1 EME Centre, Bolarum

● The centre aims to provide skill training to the
families and veer naris (martyr widows) associated
with the Secunderabad Military Station.

● Each batch can accommodate up to 30 individuals,
and the courses have a duration of 300 hours, after
the completion of which they receive a certificate
from National Skill Development Corporation
(NSDC).

Dialing down distractions: TSRTC bars
phones in driver’s cabin

Context:

● In what is seen as a step towards bolstering road
safety, the Telangana State Road Transport
Corporation (TSRTC) has barred mobile phones in
the driver’s cabin.

● It seeks to reduce distractions and bring about
enhanced safety of the TSRTC staff and
passengers.
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